Call for Papers
Special Issue of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS
ON NEURAL
NETWORKS:
Everyday Applications of Neural Networks
The objective of this special issue is presentation of cases of ongoing or everyday use of neural networks
in industry, commerce, medicine, engineering, military, and other disciplines.
Even though artificial neural networks have been around since the 1940's, the last decade has seen
a tremendous upsurge in research and development. This activity has been at two levels: 1) advances
in neural techniques and network architectures and 2) exploration of application of this technology in
various fields. Neural-network technology has reached a degree of maturity as evidenced by an ever
increasing number of applications. It is useful, at this stage, to take stock of applications to provide the
neural practitioner 1) knowledge of fields wherein neural technology has had an impact and 2) guidance
concerning fruitful areas of research and development in neurotechnology that have a significant impact.
This special issue of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS
ON NEURALNETWORKS(TNN) calls for submission
of papers concerning neural technology adopted for ongoing or everyday use. Hybrid neural technology,
such as neuro-fuzzy systems, is also appropriate. Submissions are to specifically address the infusion
and adaptation of neural technology in various areas. Exploratory applications papers, normally welcome
for submission to the TNN, are specifically discouraged for this special issue. Adopted and established
applications papers, however, are appropriate. Submissions to the special issue will be judged based on the
veracity of everyday use, comparitive performance over previously used techniques, and lessons learned
from the development and applications. Descriptions of remaining open problems or desired, though
unachieved performance attainment are encouraged.
Six (6) copies of the manuscript should be mailed to one of the special issue editors by November 15,
1996. The special issue is tentatively scheduled for publication in July 1997. Submissions could either be
brief papers or regular papers. Please refer to instructions to authors for the TNN.
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Instructions. All papers
be received by September 26, 1997. Each paper must be associated
with one of the three conferences (FUZZ-IEEE, ICNN, ICEC) and a topic from their list (see web site).
Papers will be reviewed by senior researchers in the field, and all authors will be notified of their
decisions by mail. All accepted papers will be published in the Conference Proceedings.
Six copies (one original and five copies) of the paper must be submitted. Papers must conform to the
IEEE publication guidelines. These guidelines are available on the WCCl '98 web site at
htt~://www.arc.unm.edu/wcci-98or from Meeting Management at (714) 752-8205.

